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invention relates to a continuous or closed-loop scroll shearing
extrusion mold for plastic materials, the continuous or closed-

loop scroll shearing extrusion mold being for continuously
shaping or extruding the plastic material and applicable for
forming a plastic product having a relatively large sectional

area. The present invention relates more particularly to a
continuous or closed-loop scroll shearing extrusion mold having
an outer mold supporting an outer plate at the upper edge of an
outer plate frame and a cutting tool comprising a plurality of

cutting blades which can move axially out of the extruding zone
of the continuous or closed-loop scroll shearing extrusion mold
and into a retaining position with a retaining plate. A variety of
continuous or closed-loop scroll shearing extrusion molds are
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known, including those disclosed in Japanese Patent Laid-Open
Publications Nos. 60-221259 and 60-27716, which disclose a

continuous or closed-loop scroll shearing extrusion mold
adapted to press a plastic material such as synthetic resin

through a combination of an outer plate frame and an outer
plate. The outer plate frame is formed with a recess to guide
cutting blades provided therein so that the cutting blades are

brought into contact with the outer plate. The cutting blades are
arranged in a triangular shape so that the cutting blades are

deviated vertically from each other. The recess formed in the
outer plate frame is formed in such a shape that the cutting

blades are vertically deviated from each other. The outer plate
frame is made of synthetic resin. The cutting blades are made
of stainless steel or high-hardness tool steel. The outer plate is

made of a synthetic resin such as polyamide resin or
polypropylene resin. The plastic material to be molded is

preheated for softening the plastic material which in turn is
preheated for easy extrusion of the plastic material through the
continuous or closed-loop scroll shearing extrusion mold. The

continuous or closed-loop scroll shearing extrusion mold is
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made of stainless steel. In the conventional continuous or closed-
loop scroll shearing extrusion mold as described above, the

continuous or closed-loop scroll shearing extrusion mold has
several disadvantages. First, the synthetic resin forming the

outer plate frame is inferior in 3e33713323
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